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INTRODUCTION
The history of these magnificent marble busts featuring France’s first Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte
(1769–1821) and his second wife the Empress Marie-Louise (1791–1847) is as fascinating as the characters
portrayed. Dating from circa 1810, the two busts remained together for the following seven decades, having
been passed down to Napoleon Bonaparte’s nephew Napoleon III (1808–73), who housed them at his
residence, the Palais de Compiègne. Almost certainly, it was in 1881 that they were then separated, when
Napoleon III’s widow the Empress Eugénie (1826–1920) gave the bust of Napoleon to her husband’s
devoted former equerry Firmin Rainbeaux (1834–1916). Meanwhile, the bust of Marie-Louise remained
with Eugénie who, when exiled in England, displayed it at her home at Farnborough Hill in Hampshire.
After her death, it was sold to the Paris art dealer Élie Fabius (1864–1942) in 1927. Nine years later Fabius
was able to buy the bust of Napoleon and thus after a separation lasting fifty–five years, this important
pair of marbles were once more united. Certain parallels can be made between Napoleon and Marie-Louise’s unusual marriage and the history of the two busts for although the Austrian archduchess was initially
opposed to marrying her country’s greatest enemy, their matrimony resulted in love and deep mutual
respect. Thus, like the busts themselves, theirs was a story of estrangement followed by union.
Napoleon was not only a powerful military leader and astute politician but a man of intellect with great
appreciation for the arts. He was also a man of passion and an ardent lover. His first marriage to the beautiful widowed Joséphine de Beauharnais (1763–1814) ended in divorce, a few months before he married
Marie-Louise in 1810. Although Napoleon deeply loved Joséphine, their marriage was beset by infidelities on both sides, followed by impassioned reconciliations but never resulted in a child. Like Henry VIII
of England, Napoleon’s deepest wish was for an heir, especially a son, thus in December 1809 he and
Joséphine divorced. By then he had already begun searching for a suitable new wife – not only one that
could bear children but whose union would profit his empire.
For him, the charming young Habsburg archduchess Marie-Louise was a perfect choice. As the great–
granddaughter of Empress Maria Theresa and daughter of Emperor Francis I of Austria and Maria Theresa
of Naples and Sicily, Marie-Louise was related to nearly every ruling European dynasty. Raised by her
parents to become the most eligible bride in Europe, she received a broad education; for instance amongst
musical accomplishments she could play the piano and harp, she also had a strong understanding in current
affairs and was adept in managing diplomatic relations. Marie-Louise was also witty and playful, especially
when in familiar company. In addition, she was pretty, honest and kind but was not easily intimidated by
anyone – a characteristic that stood her in good stead with someone like Napoleon.
Although Napoleon looked favourably on a marriage with Marie-Louise, at first she was strongly opposed
since she had never met him, he was twenty–two years her senior, but more importantly, throughout her
life her country had been at war with France. By 1809, Napoleon had defeated Austria across its empire,
having reduced it to a quarter of the size it had been in 1792 (when war between the two countries started
in earnest). To prevent the Habsburg monarchy from total collapse and most of its territories from being
absorbed into the French Empire, Marie-Louise’s father agreed upon a marriage between her and Napoleon. In this he was also being urged by his foreign minister Klemens von Metternich who believed that the
marriage may indirectly lead to the downfall of Napoleon.
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For the sake of her beloved father and her country, Marie-Louise reluctantly consented to the proposal. But
the story then blossomed, for what began as a marriage of convenience and political advantage developed into
love and devotion. When comparing his two wives, Napoleon once recounted “I esteemed Marie-Louise
far more, though perhaps I loved her less than Joséphine, whose conduct was not exactly regular. But she
was very attached to me and I liked the fact that she never wanted to leave me”, (Evangeline Bruce, “Napoleon & Josephine, an Improbable Marriage”, 1995, p. 509). Elsewhere we learn that he adored her, often
expressing his affections in a series of letters to her. In turn Marie-Louise was pleasantly surprised when on
27th March 1810 at the Palais de Compiègne, she saw Napoleon for the first time, remarking to him “You
are much better–looking than your portrait.” By then they were already wed, even though they had never
actually met, since they had been married by proxy at a service held in Vienna on 11th March 1810. After
that, two more wedding ceremonies involving both parties took place in France; the first at Saint–Cloud
was held on 1st April 1810 followed by another the next day in Paris.
In one of her many letters to her father, Marie-Louise expressed her love for her new husband, noting
“Since meeting Napoleon, I have learned to understand him. He loves me deeply and I reciprocate his
affections. As I learn to know him better, I find him most attractive, and I am convinced that I shall be
entirely satisfied with him. I feel much better than at any time since I left Vienna. I have lost my catarrh,
and I assure you dear papa, that Napoleon will be just as careful of my health as you were. He insists upon
my following the directions of my physician concerning my cough. I lack nothing to complete my happiness except seeing you, and my husband shares my feelings in this respect”, (Jabez Alexander Mahan,
“Marie Louise: Napoleon’s Nemesis”, 1931, p. 108). She subsequently wrote “I can assure you dear papa,
that your prophesies are completely fulfilled. I am happier than you ever thought I could be. My husband
shows complete love and confidence in me, and bestows upon me the most attentive care. He has a habit
like yours, dear papa, of asking if I understand something and when I say no, he pulls my nose. The whole
family has received me with great friendship, and I assure you that much which has been said of Napoleon
is not true. My mother–in–law is a lovable woman, and the other relatives are most friendly”, (Ibid, p. 108).
Napoleon and Marie-Louise’s relationship was further cemented when she gave birth to a much longed for
son, Napoléon François Joseph Charles Bonaparte, the King of Rome, who was born on 20th March 1811.
Despite a happy marriage, they were only together for a few years, for when Napoleon was exiled to Elba in
1814, Marie-Louise was dissuaded from following him. Instead she was persuaded to return to Vienna and
though she never saw Napoleon again, her loyalty remained.

A detail of the present bust of Napoleon.
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Comparable busts of Napoleon and
Marie-Luise in the Museo Correr, Venice.
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View of the Oval Room at Museo Correr, Venice.

Palais de Compiègne

A detail of the present bust of Marie-Louise.
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The present bust of Napoleon.

The present bust of Marie-Louise.
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A PAIR OF EMPIRE WHITE CARRARA MARBLE BUSTS
OF THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON BONAPARTE AND
THE EMPRESS MARIE-LOUISE
A highly important pair of Empire white Carrara marble busts, from the Palais de Compiègne, one of the
Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte and the other of his second wife the Empress Marie-Louise, both attributed
to Angelo Pizzi after Antonio Canova and Antoine-Denis Chaudet. The sitters portrayed as an Imperial
Roman couple, with that of Napoleon showing the Emperor’s head and upper torso with his head turned
three-quarters to his right, looking slightly downward and crowned by a wreath of overlapping berried
laurel leaves above loose curled hair that falls onto his forehead. He wears a richly folded mantle that hangs
across his right shoulder, with a ribbon appearing across the other, while the drapery is secured just below
his right shoulder by a fibula (clasp) mounted with a medallion decorated with a winged Imperial eagle
standing on thunderbolts, with Napoleon’s sash, worn across his bare chest, mounted with further thunderbolts. The pendant portrait bust of the Empress Marie-Louise, likewise truncated below her chest, turning
her head slightly to her left and again looking slightly downward, wearing a tiara with a beaded border
above a row of anthemion and a central star, with her hair worn in loose ringlets and gathered in a chignon
behind. Marie-Louise wears a diaphanous tunic that clings to her body, over which is a mantle that falls in
rich folds over her left shoulder and is held just below by a fibula mounted by a medallion decorated with
a profile portrait of Napoleon. To the underside verso of her bust are the monogrammed letters ‘G M R’
(Garde-Meuble Royal). Both busts resting on replaced circular marble socles.
Italy, date circa 1810

PROVENANCE OF THE BUST OF NAPOLEON BONAPARTE:
The personal collection of Emperor Napoleon III at Palais de Compiègne.
Thence to Napoleon III’s widow, the Empress Eugénie.
Almost certainly given by the Empress Eugénie to her friend and her late husband’s former equerry Firmin
Rainbeaux on 18th April 1881, along with two other marble busts. By descent from Firmin Rainbeaux to
his son Félix Rainbeaux.
Sold at Hôtel Drouot, Paris, “Succession de M. Félix Rainbeaux, Fils de Firmin Rainbeaux, écuyer de l’Empereur Napoleon III souvenirs napoléoniens: fusils, pistolets, couteaux de vénerie, dagues, miniatures etc”,
23rd October 1936, lot 267, noted as “Buste de Napoléon Ier, en Empereur Romain, en marbre. Haut., 78 cm”.
Purchased from the latter sale by the Paris dealer Élie Fabius.
Private collection, Stuttgart.
Sold with the bust of Marie-Louise by Galerie Koller, Zurich, 2nd November 1995, lot 4162, both illustrated
on the front cover and noted as measuring 81 cm (to include original socle).
Private European collection.

Height with socle: Napoleon: 70 cm; Marie-Louise: 73 cm; each more recently replaced socle measuring
3.5 cm.

Portrait of Emperor Napoleon III (detail)
by Franz Xaver Winterhalter, circa 1853.
Museo Napoleonico, Rome.
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Portrait of the Emperess Eugénie, (detail)
by Franz Xaver Winterhalter, circa 1853.
Musée d’Orsay, Paris.
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PROVENANCE OF THE BUST OF THE EMPRESS MARIE-LOUISE:
The personal collection of Emperor Napoleon III at Palais de Compiègne.
Thence to Napoleon III’s widow, the Empress Eugénie.
Sold along with numerous works formerly owned by Napoleon III and the Empress Eugénie from the latter’s home at Farnborough Hill, Hampshire, “English and French Furniture, the Remaining Library, Porcelain, Sculpture, Bronzes, Table Plate, China and Glass Services, Pictures, Drawings, Prints, Vintage Wines
etc”, Hampton & Sons of London, 18–27th July 1927, lot 1328, catalogued as: “The Empress Marie-Louise,
a life-size [white marble] bust”.
Purchased from the Farnborough Hill sale by the Paris dealer Élie Fabius.
Private collection, Stuttgart.
Sold with the bust of Napoleon by Galerie Koller, Zurich, 2nd November 1995, lot 4162, both illustrated on
the front cover and noted as measuring 81 cm (to include original socle).
Private European collection.
Firmin Rainbeaux (1834–1916)

Élie Fabius (1864–1942)

“Succession de M. Félix Rainbeaux, Fils de Firmin Rainbeaux, écuyer de l’Empereur Napoleon III
souvenirs napoléoniens: fusils, pistolets, couteaux de vénerie, dagues, miniatures etc”, sale catalogue, 1936.

Farnborough Hill House, Hampshire, from the Illustrated London News, 1881.
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Galerie Koller, Zurich, sale catalogue, 2nd November 1995. See also opposite and pp. 18–19 in this book.
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Galerie Koller, Zurich, sale catalogue, 2nd November 1995, illustrating the present busts.
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Olivier Gabet, op.cit, pp. 77, illustrating a page from the Malmaison exhibition catalogue, 1928
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Musée National de Malmaison, “De Napoleon Ier à Napoleon III, Souvenirs de la Famille Impériale, Conservés par l’Impératrice Eugénie dans sa Résidence de Farnborough et Provenant de sa Succession”, 1928, no. 15, p. 10, cataloguing and illustrating the present bust of Marie-Louise, described as “Marie-Louise Archiduchesse d’Autriche, seconde femme de Napoléon, buste
marbre, par Jacques Spalla, de Turin, Haut: 81 cm”. See also opposite.
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marble bust, height 32 inches/ Formerly in the private collection of the Emperor Napoleon III”. And no. 323, pl. LIV, illustrating the present bust of Marie-Louise, described as “Marie-Louise as a Roman Empress by Antoine Denis Chaudet (1763–1810),
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Pages from the New York World’s Fair, 1939, illustrating the present busts.
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Detail of the wedding procession of Napoleon and Marie-Louise of Austria through the
Grande Galerie, in the Louvre (1810) by Benjamin Zix; Musée du Louvre, Paris.

Of extreme importance, these magnificent busts of Napoleon Bonaparte, First Emperor of France
(1769–1821) and his second wife, the Empress Marie-Louise (1791–1847), were once owned by Napoleon Bonaparte’s nephew, Napoleon III (1808–73) and housed at the Palais de Compiègne. Following the
Franco–Prussian War (1870–71), the rising of the Commune and the exile of the Imperial French family
to England, the marbles remained the property of Napoleon III and subsequently that of his widow the
Empress Eugénie (1826–1920). They were then separated for over half a century before being reunited in
1936. This situation can be briefly explained by the fact that the bust of Marie-Louise remained with the
Empress Eugénie up until her death and was proudly displayed at her English home Farnborough Hill in
Hampshire. After Eugénie died, the complete contents of Farnborough Hill were sold in a series of auctions. At one of those sales, held by Hampton & Sons, comprising 2539 lots and spanning 18–27th July
1927, the bust of Marie-Louise was purchased by the eminent Paris art dealer Élie Fabius (1864–1942).
Unlike the marble of his second wife, the bust of Napoleon was not in the Farnborough Hill sale since it
had already been given by Eugénie to her friend and her deceased husband’s écuyer (equerry) Firmin Rainbeaux (1834–1916). It is almost certain that this gift was made on 18th April 1881, when according to Marc
Desti Conservateur en Chef, Palais impérial de Compiègne, Eugénie gave Rainbeaux three marble busts. In
turn, Rainbeaux bequeathed the bust of Napoleon, along with many other objects given to him from the
Imperial collection, to his son Félix Rainbeaux (1866–1936). Following the latter’s death, the collection was
then sold at Hôtel Drouot, Paris on 23rd October 1936, when the present bust of Napoleon was purchased
by Élie Fabius and thus the two busts were once more reunited.

Detail of the fibula on the present bust of Napoleon.

Élie Fabius, who specialised in works of art from both the first and second Empire periods, was much
admired for his knowledge and taste; as such, he obviously appreciated that these marbles were of historical
importance and among the finest Napoleonic sculptures of the period. Inspired by original busts carved by
the Italian and French sculptors Antonio Canova (1757–1822) and Antoine–Denis Chaudet (1763–1810),
who in turn looked back to antique protypes, they compare closely with an unsigned pair of busts of the
same subjects attributed to the Italian sculptor Angelo Pizzi (1775–1819), now in the Museo Correr, Venice
(illus. pp. 6–7 & 37–38). When Napoleon was expanding his empire, his family and representatives were
keen to commission numerous portrait busts, which were installed in their many residences and domains.
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The most active centre for such sculptural likenesses was at Carrara in Italy, which was funded by the
Banca Elisiana (for more information on the Carrara workshops see pp. 68–72). As will be discussed, over
the years, opinions have varied as to who carved these busts but experts conclude that they were almost
certainly executed in Italy by Pizzi, while Napoleon was still at the height of his power and about the time
of his marriage to Marie-Louise in 1810.
Before elaborating upon their illustrious provenance and their changing attributions, it useful to describe
the subject of these two marbles, namely Napoleon Bonaparte, the First French Emperor and his wife the
Empress Marie-Louise. In keeping with his admiration for classical antiquity, particularly Julius Caesar,
Napoleon is portrayed as a Roman Emperor, crowned with a wreath of laurel leaves, the ancient symbol of
victory, awarded to winning athletic competitors and also as worn by the mythological god Apollo. As in
ancient Roman sculptures, Napoleon wears a mantle which is held by a fibula or clasp, shaped as a medallion mounted by an ancient Imperial eagle. The eagle, like the laurel was to become a favourite emblem
of the French Empire and as the main attribute of the mythological god Jupiter, chief of the Olympian
deities, it is shown clutching a thunderbolt, which was another of Jupiter’s attributes. Like her husband,
Marie-Louise is also portrayed in a classical manner, wearing a tiara decorated with a star amid a band of
anthemion which were often used in antique decoration and again replicated in Neo-classical art.
Napoleon was not only a great leader of the French nation but was also passionate about the arts. To
this end he employed his favourite architects and ornamentalistes Charles Percier and Pierre François
Léonard Fontaine to recreate an artistic style based on antiquity that symbolised his power as France’s
First Emperor. Born on the 15th August 1769 in Ajaccio, Corsica, Napoleon trained at the École Militaire
in Paris and was made a general at the young age of 24. He was then appointed First Consul of France in
1802 and two years later crowned himself Emperor of France at Notre-Dame Cathedral. Having saved
France after the Revolution, Napoleon restored peace at home, reduced inflation, introduced the first
proper accounting system, rebuilt much of Paris and re-established public worship and religious tolerance,
making an agreement (the Concordat) with the Pope in 1801. He successfully conquered Spain, Germany,
Poland and Austria but then in 1812 he invaded Russia, where the great distances and bitter cold resulted
in catastrophic losses to his army. He was then defeated at Leipzig in 1813 and, forced to abdicate, he was
banished to the Mediterranean island of Elba with a pension for life. Undeterred, in early 1815, Napoleon
returned to France but was finally defeated at the Battle of Waterloo, Belgium, in June 1815. A week later,
Napoleon abdicated and was exiled to the South Atlantic island of St. Helena, where he died on the 5th
May 1821.
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He firstly married Joséphine de Beauharnais in 1796 but after thirteen years of marriage and with no male
heir, he divorced her in 1809. The following year he married Marie-Louise de Habsburg-Lorraine, who was
given the title of Empress after her marriage. She was the daughter of Maria Theresa of Naples and Francis I,
first Emperor of Austria, who succeeded his own father, Leopold II, as Holy Roman Emperor in 1792;
both her parents were related to Queen Marie-Antoinette. Raised by various governesses, Marie-Louise
enjoyed a happy childhood despite difficulties arising after her family was exiled in 1805. Because of that
she developed an aversion to France. It was therefore a concern when she learned that Napoleon wished to
marry her. However, Marie-Louise accepted that the marriage was for political advantage and the year after
their wedding granted Napoleon’s greatest wish by giving birth to their son, the King of Rome. Despite
her initial feelings toward Napoleon, Marie-Louise later begged him to allow her to accompany him to
Elba. Instead, he persuaded her to return to her father’s court in Austria. She was subsequently appointed
Duchess of Parma, which she ruled alongside the comte de Neipperg, whom she married in 1821. After the
comte’s death in 1829, Marie-Louise married the comte de Bombelles in 1834.

Emperor Napoleon I

Empress Joséphine
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We should now consider the provenance of these important marbles. In his authoritative book “La Sculpture dans l’Italie Napoléonienne”, 1964, p. 349, Gérard Hubert states that there is no doubt that they were
once owned by Napoleon III at Compiègne. The same provenance is cited by the art critic Georges Mauguin, 1938 (op. cit., p. 40). Such reputable sources confirm that they were indeed enjoyed by Napoleon III
and his wife the Empress Eugénie at the Palais de Compiègne. Although the archives at Compiègne remain
mute as to when Napoleon III acquired the busts, it is very likely that they were originally owned by Napoleon Bonaparte or a member of his family and from there, they were passed down to the first Emperor’s
nephew, Napoleon III. This assertion is strengthened by the fact that, apart from his passion for arms and
armour, Napoleon III preferred to acquire or commission new works from the leading artists of the day,
rather than purchasing past works. Although Napoleon III was not such an avid collector as his predecessors, nevertheless he and Eugénie accrued a considerable art collection. Each year Napoleon III was granted
a budget, known as la liste civile which, between 1853 and 1870, amounted to 25 million francs per annum
to support his expenses and maintain his legacy. From that, a proportion was dedicated to the arts, such
as purchasing and commissioning new paintings, sculpture, prints and objets d’art, as well supporting the
Imperial museums or for providing artists’ pensions. In her book, “L’Empereur et les arts: La liste civile de
Napoléon III”, 2005, Catherine Granger notes that Napoléon III’s art collection included over 700 modern
paintings by 400 different artists and 157 contemporary sculptures by 85 different sculptors. Among them
were works by the German painter Franz Xaver Winterhalter (1805–73) and the French sculptors Antoine
Louis Barye (1796–1875), Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux (1827–75) and Emmanuel Frémiet (1824–1910). Napoleon III’s liste civile came to an end at the start of the Franco-Prussian War (1870–71).
Napoleon III, born Louis-Napoleon was the son of Louis Bonaparte, King of Holland, who was Napoleon
Bonaparte’s younger brother. Like the rest of his family, Louis-Napoleon was exiled after his uncle Napoleon was defeated at the Battle of Waterloo in 1815, and thereafter spent most of his time in England and
Germany. In 1840 he attempted a coup d’etat after sailing to Boulogne, but was arrested and imprisoned,
before escaping back to England. It was not until 1848, after the fall of the Bourbon monarchy, that he
was able to return formally to France where he was elected President of France in 1849. The constitution
of France at the time only allowed one term of four years as President, but in 1853 Louis-Napoleon staged
a successful coup d’etat and seized for himself and his government dictatorial powers. Eleven years later, in
December 1864, following a referendum, the Second French Empire was established, and Louis-Napoleon
was declared Napoleon III, Emperor of France. His wife Eugénie, whose original name was Eugénia María
de Montijo de Guzmán, was the daughter of a Spanish noblemen who fought on the French side during
Napoleon I’s Peninsular War in Spain. She went to Paris in 1848 and five years later married Napoleon III.
A woman of great beauty as well as intelligence, she took an active role in political affairs.
The Franco-Prussian War resulted in France’s defeat, the downfall of Napoleon III and the end of the
Second French Empire. When the war was declared in 1870, Eugénie remained in Paris, acting as Regent
while Napoleon III and their son, the Prince Imperial joined the French troops at the German front. On
learning that her husband had been captured, Eugénie fled Paris and found sanctuary in England. During
the Siege of Paris and the uprising of the Commune, great efforts had been put in place to preserve France’s
art treasures. A committee was set up to care for museum collections and works of art in the various palaces but despite great efforts, there were significant losses such as a fire at the Château de Saint-Cloud in
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October 1870 and at the Palais de Tuileries in May 1871. Whilst some works from Napoleon III’s personal
art collection were sent to the Imperial family in England, the majority of items housed in various Imperial and royal residences became the property of the French State. There then began a long and protracted
negotiations between the widowed Eugénie and the French State for the restitution of works that belonged
to Napoleon III’s personal collection. Since the French State had little interest in retaining works by lesser
artists as well as portraits and sculptures of the deposed Napoleonic family, those works would have been
shipped to England without many objections.

Camden Place, Chislehurst, the English residence of Napoleon III and the Empress Eugénie, circa 1870.

On arrival in England, the exiled Eugénie went to Chislehurst in Kent where she moved into Camden
Place, an imposing residence that had been restyled as a French château. In 1871, following his recent
release from capture at Wilhemshöhe, Napoleon III joined his wife at Camden Place but suffering failing
health, he died two years later in 1873. Napoleon III’s death was followed in 1879 by that of their only son,
the Prince Imperial, while serving in South Africa during the Zulu War. After this the Empress Eugénie no
longer wished to remain at Chislehurst. Thus, in 1880 she purchased Farnborough Hill, near Aldershot in
Hampshire and moved into the property in September 1881.
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On the 18th April 1881, a few months prior to her move from Camden Place to Farnborough Hill, Eugénie
gave three marble busts to Firmin Rainbeaux, of which the present bust of Napoleon was almost certainly
one. It was fitting that she did so since Rainbeaux was devoted to her and was in the process of helping
her retrieve those works of art belonging to Napoleon III’s liste civile from the French State. This proved
to be a lengthy business which Eugénie began in 1875 (soon after her husband’s death) but was not finally
concluded until 1907, during which Rainbeaux played an important role. Prior to the Franco-Prussian War,
Rainbeaux had often stayed with Napoleon and Eugénie at Palais de Compiègne, where he undoubtedly
admired the present busts of Napoleon Bonaparte and his wife.
Born on 8th December 1834 at Mons in Belgium, Firmin Rainbeaux was the son of Cécilia and Émile
Rainbeaux, whose wealth came from the coal mining industry. On his father’s death in 1861, Firmin took
over as director of compagnie des mines de Marles (Pas de Calais) and continued to successfully expand the
family mining ventures. In 1857 he married Emilie Hortense Mocquard, daughter of the diplomat and
politician Jean-François Mocquard, who served as Sénateur du Second Empire and subsequently chef de
cabinet to Napoleon III. In turn, 1864 saw Firmin’s own appointed as écuyer to Napoleon III. Three years
later, Rainbeaux distinguished himself by saving the life of the Russian Tsar Alexander II while the latter
was visiting Paris for the Exposition Universelle in 1867. On 6th June that year, Napoleon III and Rainbeaux were escorting the Tsar and two of his sons through the Bois de Boulogne, when an aggrieved Polish
émigré, Antoni Berezowski, aimed his gun at the Tsar. Rainbeaux managed to place his horse between the
gun and the Tsar’s carriage. Rainbeaux’s horse was shot out from beneath him but survived, as did the rest
of the party and thus Rainbeaux became a hero. The incident inspired Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux to execute
L’Attentat de Berezowski (Musée d’Orsay) and subsequently create a marble bust of Firmin Rainbeaux.

Rainbeaux received the Imperial Russian Ordre de Saint-Stanislas and a number of other awards during
his lifetime including the La médaille commémorative de la guerre 1870–1871, the Commandeur de l’Ordre
de Léopold de Belgique and the Légion d’ honneur (1890). He died on 13th July 1916 at his home at 56 rue
de Ponthieu, Paris, where he had lived for many years and where undoubtedly the bust of Napoleon Bonaparte was once displayed. Firmin Rainbeaux left a vast estate of £72,557, with most of his works of art
being inherited by his son Félix. Following Félix’s death in Paris, June 1936, many of the works inherited
from his father were sold at auction at Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 23rd October 1936. Titled “Succession de M.
Félix Rainbeaux, Fils de Firmin Rainbeaux, écuyer de l’Empereur Napoleon III souvenirs napoléoniens:
fusils, pistolets, couteaux de vénerie, dagues, miniatures etc”, the 355-lot sale included many items formerly belonging to Napoleon III and subsequently Eugénie. Among them were numerous miniature boxes,
photographs, prints and pictures as well as a bust of Napoleon III given by Eugénie to Firmin and a statuette of Britannia given to Madame Rainbeaux. Among the sculptures were several marbles by Carpeaux as
well as a complete section devoted to first and second Empire Napoleonic busts, counting among them two
marble busts of Napoleon (the present one being lot 267, described as “Buste de Napoléon Ier, en Empereur
Romain”) as well as another catalogued as of Marie-Louise by François-Joseph Bosio (1768–1845; lot 268)
but according to Olivier Gabet (op.cit, p. 115) was of Hortense. Present at the sale was the Paris art dealer
Élie Fabius, who purchased many items, especially those relating to the Imperial family, from crystal and
silver to photographs, sketches and sculptures. Significantly one of his acquisitions was a marble bust of
Napoleon (2062 francs) while another was the Bosio bust of Hortense.
It should be noted that when the bust of Napoleon as a Roman Emperor was sold in the Rainbeaux sale,
it was described as measuring 78 cm, but when both it and the bust of Marie-Louise were lent to various
exhibitions by Fabius, they were recorded as 81 cm in height. The reason for the discrepancy is understandable since the difference of a mere three centimetres is, for instance, simply a matter of whether the Napoleon bust was measured to the tip of his laurel wreath or the top of the Emperor’s head.

Firmin Rainbeaux, marble bust by Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux, Paris 1867. Given by the sculptor to the sitter and thence to the
latter’s son Félix Rainbeaux. Then bought by Elie Fabius at Félix Rainbeaux’s deceased sale in 1936.
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As already mentioned, Fabius purchased the present bust of the Empress Marie-Louise at the Farnborough
Hill sale in 1927. Eugénie had filled Farnborough Hill with a great collection of art, with some works more
recently commissioned or purchased from living artists as well as those items Eugénie had successfully requisitioned from the French State. Among them was a large collection of marble busts portraying members
from Napoleon Bonaparte’s family. During a ten month visit to the Empress Eugénie at Farnborough Hill
in 1886, her friend Agnes Carey later referred to those busts, noting: “Scattered about among the Queen
Hortense cabinets and other historic furniture, are palm trees, and a few good pieces of modern statuary by
the best sculptors of the day, including a great number of busts. Napoleon I’s immediate family has certainly not been neglected. They are all there: Charles Bonaparte, his father; Letitia, his mother, styled Madame Mère; his brothers - Joseph, King of Spain, Jêrome, King of Westphalia, and Louis, father of Napoleon
III, King of Holland; Caroline, who married Joachim Murat, King of Naples; and finally, Eliza and Lucien,
these two being the only ones of the family who never wore a crown. Then, too, there is a bust of the great
man himself [Napoleon Bonaparte], and many of Napoleon III; Queen Hortense; Princess Mathilde; and
Prince Napoleon-Louis, brother of Louis-Napoleon”. Elsewhere Carey wrote: “The Empress took me into
the dining room, through looking glass doors with gilt framework, saved from the Tuileries ... Over the
large marble fireplace, in which a glorious wood fire now nearly always sparkles and crackles, is a bust of
the Empress Marie-Louise.” (Agnes Carey, “The Empress Eugenie in Exile”, 1920, pp. 12 & 23).
Eugénie was 94 when she died in July 1920, while visiting a relative in Madrid. Since she had no direct
heirs, she left her assets to family members and to good causes. Farnborough Hill and all its contents was
bequeathed to her deceased son’s heir Prince Victor Bonaparte. Under his instruction, in 1921 and 1922,
Christie’s held two sales of ancient and modern pictures from the late Empress’s collection. When Prince
Victor Bonaparte died in 1926, his widow, Princess Clémentine of Belgium, decided to sell Farnborough
Hill, its contents and surrounding estate land. Christie’s again were given the role of selling most of the
remaining pictures on 1st July 1927, where Winterhalter’s celebrated portrait L’Impératrice Eugénie entourée
de ses dames d’ honneur was purchased by baronne d’Alexandry d’Orengiani.

Front pages of the sale catalogues at the Farnborough Hill sale in July 1927 where many of the contents,
including books, furniture and other works of art where sold.

Then between 18–27th July 1927 Hampton & Sons of London held an auction of the furniture, sculptures,
bronzes, ceramics, books wines etc from Farnborough Hill. Included was the present bust of Marie-Louise,
which was purchased by Élie Fabius.
Élie Fabius was born at Haguenau, France, close to the German border, on 20th February 1864. He was of
Jewish descent, whose family came from a long line of merchants. In 1882, during the early years of the
Third Republic and at the young age of eighteen, Élie opened an antique shop at no. 3 rue de Provence,
Paris. With a passion for the First Napoleonic era as well as that of the Second Empire period under
Napoleon III, he had a particular penchant for sculptures which not only included Napoleonniennes but
also works by Barye and Carpeaux. One of the great coups that cemented his repute in this sphere came
when he was one main buyers of the Empress Eugénie’s sale in 1927. From then on, his international
clientele grew. Though the war and growing aryanization curtailed these activities, several of Fabius’s sons
followed in his footsteps. The eldest, Emmanuel, become an expert dealer in autographs and manuscripts,
while in 1937 the three youngest, Fernand, Pierre and André established their own antique business in
Paris at 152 boulevard Haussmann, under the name of Fabius Frères.
Although Élie Fabius had been unaware of Farnborough Hill sale held by Christie’s on 1st July 1927, fortunately his friend and fellow dealer Martin Bacri alerted him to the forthcoming sale, staged by Hampton &
Sons, beginning on the 18th July. Bacri, whose family had specialised in objets d’art from the Renaissance to
the eighteenth century, had a particular interest in tapestries and textiles. They decided to view the sale but
before they did so, they collaborated with another fellow dealer Léon Bourdier who specialised in historical
decorative works of art. The three men formed a collaboration with the intention of returning to France,
some of their nation’s finest treasures. At the sale Fabius purchased many works of historical value that had
formerly been owned by Napoleon III and Eugénie including numerous marble busts of the First Imperial
family as well one of Napoleon III by Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux, (Metropolitan Museum, New York).
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Fabius invested a considerable amount of money to secure his purchases at the Farnborough Hill sale.
As his biographer, Olivier Gabet notes: “For Fabius, such an action was as daring as it was strategic, as
sentimental as it was historic”. Together with Bacri and Bourdier, Fabius then approached the curator of
the Musée de Malmaison, Jean Bourguignon, with a proposal that they could stage an exhibition of their
recent purchases from Farnborough Hill. After much discussion, Bourguignon agreed to the idea and
offered them Malmaison’s Osiris Pavilion as a suitable venue, where alongside works that the three had
themselves acquired from the late Empress’s sale were a few others. This resulted in the 1928 Malmaison
exhibition “De Napoleon Ier à Napoleon III, Souvenirs de la Famille Impériale, Conserves par L’Impératrice Eugénie dans sa Residence de Farnborough et Provenant de sa Succession” (see pp. 42–43). Fabius was
entrusted to write the catalogue. Illustrations of the most important pieces were chosen but unlike many
other exhibitions, most of the exhibits were for sale.
Fabius then lent the bust of Marie-Louise to the Napoleonic exhibition “Souvenirs du Roi de Rome” (see
pp. 44–45) held at the Musée de l’Orangerie, Paris in 1932, where item no. 209 was described as a “Spalla:
buste de l’impératrice Marie-Louise/marbre/A fait partie des collections de l’Impératrice Eugénie à Farnborough, Angleterre/Au Musée de Malmaison” (with the latter reference relating to the Malmaison exhibition
in 1928). Three years later, in 1935, the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris housed another similar exhibition
titled “318 Lettres de Napoléon à Marie-Louise” (see pp. 46–47), to which Élie Fabius lent the marble bust
of Marie-Louise, where again is was described as by Jacques Spalla (this was Giacomo Spalla; 1775–1834,
who studied under Canova). In 1937, the year after Fabius purchased the bust of Napoleon from the Rainbeaux sale, he lent both marble busts to another Paris exhibition at the newly opened Palais National des
Arts. The exhibition, which coincided with the Paris Exposition Internationale, was titled “Chefs d’Oeuvre
de l’Art Français”; it was an historical survey of French art since Gallo-Roman times and had been organized by the Musée du Louvre. When displayed at the Palais National des Arts (see pp. 48–49), these two
busts were described as by Antoine-Denis Chaudet, rather than Spalla. In his review of the show, Georges
Mauguin, singled out these two works for illustration in his article “L’Iconographie Napoléonnienne au
Palais National des Arts.” (see pp. 22–25) Mauguin also discussed them briefly, of which the following is
a translation: “The busts of Napoleon Ist as a Roman Emperor and of Marie-Louise by Chaudet (from the
ancient collections of Napoleon III, at M. Fabius), welcome visitors at the entrances to the hall reserved for
the beginning of the 19th century.” Two years later, Fabius lent the marbles to the World’s Art Fair, held in
New York 1939, where again they were described as being by Chaudet (see pp. 50–53).
As is already evident, opinions concerning the creator of the marbles have varied. Certainly they were
inspired by celebrated sculptures by Antonio Canova and Antoine-Denis Chaudet, with the bust of Napoleon comparing with examples by Canova in the Musée Rueil-Malmaison or the Corcoran Gallery Washington (illustrated in Hubert and Ledoux-Lebard, op.cit, pp. 91 & 93) or Chaudet’s plaster model for Sèvres
at Château de Fontainebleau (ibid, p. 84). At the Farnborough sale in 1927, the exhibition at Malmaison
1928 and continuing through to the 1932 exhibition at l’Orangerie, the bust of Marie-Louise was consid64

ered to be by Giacomo Spalla. But significantly when shown in Paris
at the Palais National des Arts in 1937, the year after Fabius had
bought the Napoleon bust at the Rainbeaux sale, they were both catalogued as by Chaudet. Likewise, when Fabius lent them to the New
York World’s Fair in 1939 they were again considered to be by Chaudet. Later when Gérard Hubert published “La Sculpture dans l’Italie
Napoléonienne”, 1964, he captioned the illustration of the Napoleon
bust as “Chaudet et Bartolini, d’après (?)”, in other words probably
by the Italian sculptor Lorenzo Bartolini (1777–1850) after a model
by Antoine-Denis Chaudet. In the main text, he discussed them in
relation to the sculpture workshops at Carrara, which was directed by
Bartolini after he moved to Carrara in 1808. Prior to that Pizzi had
been the director of the Carrara sculpture workshops. Funded by the
Banca Elisiana, the workshops produced numerous quality busts of
Napoleon and his family based on copies or closely inspired by models by such sculptors as Canova, Chaudet or Bosio. When describing
the present bust of Napoleon in 1964, Hubert asserted that while the
original model, with his head turned three-quarters, was a Canovian
type, in reality it owed as much to Canova as it did to Chaudet. He
continued to say that the quality of the marble, the subtlety of the hair
and beauty of the model, indicated Bartolini’s personal intervention in
its creation, circa 1810.
However Hubert later changed his opinion for, when in 1999, he and
Ledoux-Lebard published their book “Napoléon, portraits contemporains bustes et statues”, the present marble of Napoleon had been
re-attributed to Angelo Pizzi (see p. 31). Although no explanation
was given as to why the attribution had changed, it was nevertheless
understandable given that the two experts had recently examined so
many portrait sculptures of Napoleon; having done so, they reached
a new opinion. Their attribution to Pizzi was echoed by Enrico Noè,
who in 2012 published “Lo scultore Angelo Pizzi (Milano 1775–Venezia 1819)” in “Saggi e Memorie di storia dell’arte” (see pp. 36–40) In
his scholarly article, Noè compared the present busts of Napoleon and
Marie-Louise to a very similar unsigned pair attributed to Pizzi, now
in the Musée Correr in Venice (previously housed at the Palazzo Reale
in Venice, the Museo Archeologico and the Gallerie dell’Accademia).
Whilst they follow a similar composition to the pair in the Correr, the
present marbles are considered to be of a higher quality. Other differences include minor details such as the folds of Napoleon’s drapery,
the angle of his head, the curls of his hair and the lack of his sash in
the Correr work. The two busts of Marie-Louise are closer but again
there is a distinct difference between the way her drapery falls.
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Enrico Noè’s article also draws attention to the similarity between this pair, those in the Correr and those
by the Italian sculptor Gaetano Monti (c.1750–1824). Monti created pairs of marble busts with Napoleon
looking both left and right (illustrated in Noè, op.cit, p. 267, pls. 52 & 53) as well as a comparable pair in
the Palazzo Reale, Milan of Marie-Louise also looking to the left and right (ibid, p. 266, pls. 50 & 51),
which are identical to a pair attributed to Pizzi, offered by Sotheby’s London, 14th Dec 2001, lot 118. As
Enrico Noè explains, attributing Neo-classical sculptures, especially if unsigned, is extremely complex.
Nevertheless, the present busts should be attributed to Pizzi.

Pizzi, who was born on 23rd December 1775 in Milan, trained in his home city as a sculptor at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera under Giuseppe Franchi. Working in the Neo-classical style, he taught at the
academies of Carrara (1804–7) and Venice (1807–19). Pizzi executed a number of Napoleonic sculptures,
including a series of marble busts of the Emperor’s family, namely Lucien, Jérôme, Joseph, Louis, Caroline, Pauline Bonaparte and Eugène de Beauharnais, which were sold at the Demidoff sale, 8–13th April
1839 (lots 287–294). Other busts by Pizzi of Napoleon and his family include an exact replica of Canova’s
colossal bust of the emperor, intended for the Liceo Classico in Macerata (untraced) as well as a marble bust
of Napoleon of a similar composition to the present marble (Museo Civio, Udine). Another was assigned to
the Convitto nazionale ‘Marco Foscarini’, Venice (known only from a small photograph) while attributed
examples include a bronze statue portraying Napoleon as a Roman emperor, partially clothed and holding a
spear (Palazzo Archinto, Milan).

Angelo Pizzi (1775–1819) by Carl Christian Vogel von Vogelstein. Kupferstich-Kabinett, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden.

Pizzi also worked on a number of secular and ecclesiastical commissions. Among them were statues of St.
Matthew and Simon for the Duomo in Milan, as well as the busts of Franz I of Austria, a statue of Bacchus
(Museo Correr, Venice) and seven wax medallions depicting the Pantheon gods (Galleria d’Arte Moderna,
Milan).

Enrico Noè, op.cit, pp. 266–267, illustrating comparable busts by Gaetano Monti.
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Owing to Pizzi’s early death, sculptures by him are rare, with the busts offered here being described as
among the most important examples of his work. Furthermore, despite their changing attributions, it
should be remembered that the importance of these busts rests on a number of factors notably the subjects
they portray, namely Napoleon and Marie-Louise as well as their glittering provenance. At the same time,
one must also consider their superb quality, which in turn reflects the historical worth of both their provenance and their sitters.
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NAPOLEONIC SCULPTURE AND
THE CARRARA WORKSHOPS
As already noted, over the years these two magnificent busts have had various attributions. For instance,
when writing about Italian Napoleonic sculpture in 1964, the scholar Gérard Hubert initially suggested
the bust of Napoleon was a copy by Lorenzo Bartolini after an original by Antoine-Denis Chaudet and
discussed it in the context of the Carrara workshops situated to the northwest of Florence. However
Hubert then revised his opinion, so that when he and the equally eminent academic Guy Ledoux-Lebard
subsequently published a book on a similar subject in 1999, they ascribed the marble bust to the Milanese
sculptor Angelo Pizzi. In the light of such reattributions, it is useful to outline the activities of the Carrara
workshops which produced numerous portrait marbles of Napoleon as well as his immediate and extended
family during the early years of the nineteenth century. During that period, when Napoleon Bonaparte
ruled over France, Italy and much of Europe, the Carrara workshops proved a highly successful concern.
This was due to a number of factors, not least owing to the proximity and easy access to Carrara’s high
quality white marble, which had been used to produce some of history’s greatest sculptures including works
by Michelangelo, Leonardo and other Renaissance masters. The main reason however for Carrara’s success at this period was due to Napoleon’s sister Elisa Bonaparte Baciocchi Levoy (1777–1820) who actively
encouraged production of such pieces which were overseen and directed by Lorenzo Bartolini in his capacity as head of the Carrara workshops and master of the Belli Accademia di Carrara.

Lorenzo Bartolini (1777–1850) by Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres. Musée du Louvres, Paris.

Carrara, 1984.
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Following Elisa Bonaparte’s marriage to Felix Baciocchi in 1797, she and her husband set up home in Paris
where she and her favourite brother Lucien often held receptions for artists such as Jacques-Louis David
and Antoine-Jean Gros as well as the poet Louis de Fontanes. Elisa’s love of the arts, together with her
business and political acumen was to continue when, in 1805, Napoleon awarded her the principality of
Piombino and Lucca, followed in 1806 by that of Massa and Carrara.
Following the advice of Baron Dominique Vivant Denon, the influential director of the Musée Napoléon,
on 30th October 1807 Napoleon personally appointed Bartolini professor of sculpture at the Accademia di
Belle Arti di Carrara. Thus he succeeded Angelo Pizzi, who had held the post since 1804, after which he
took up the post as professor at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Venezia. Although Bartolini was initially
reluctant to leave Paris, he nevertheless took up the role in January 1808 and also assumed directorship
of the Carrara sculpture workshops, which by then were already producing numerous ornamental works,
copies of Classical sculptures as well as Napoleonic portraits.
In order to provide the Carrara workshops with sufficient financial resources and to support local sculptors
and workers, in May 1807 Elisa Baciocchi established the Banca Elisiana which was managed by Hector
Sonolet, the director general of the Accademia’s museums and administrative director of the marble trade.
The Banca Elisiana introduced stiff custom tariffs so as to discourage the export of unhewn marble blocks
for carving in other areas of Italy and Europe; by so doing this encouraged the production of locally finished sculpture and thus boosted Carrara’s economy.
The Princesse Elisa Bonaparte-Baciocchi, Grand Duchess of Tuscany clock.
A very important Empire gilt and brown patinated bronze and Sienna marble mantle clock, fitted with a
movement by the Imperial clockmaker Basile-Charles Le Roy (1731–1804). It is surmounted by a bronze bust of
Elisa Bonaparte-Baciocchi Levoy (1777–1820), by Jacques-Edmé Dumont (1761–1844) after an original marble
sculpture by Lorenzo Bartolini (1777–1850). The Sienna marble plinth is mounted either side with the gilt
bronze Imperial crest of Napoleon Bonaparte Emperor of Austria.
Dated 1810, height: 59 cm.
This magnificent clock, featuring a bust of Napoleon’s younger sister Elisa Bonaparte-Baciocchi Levoy, was once
owned by Richard Redding Antiques. It is believed to have been given by Elisa, to her sister-in-law the Empress
Marie-Louise on the occasion of her marriage to Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte in 1810, and compares very
closely to another clock by Basile-Charles Le Roy which was also given by Elisa as a wedding gift to Marie-Louise
in 1810, (illustrated in Pierre Kjellberg, “Encyclopédie de la Pendule Française du Moyen Age au XXe Siècle”,
1997, p. 414, pl. C). The present bust of Elisa was made by Jacques-Edmé Dumont, who interestingly modelled
his version on a marble by Lorenzo Bartolini, head of the Carrara workshops and master of the Belli Accademia
di Carrara. In turn, Bartolini’s likeness was inspired by a marble by Joseph Chinard (1756–1813). There is an
almost identical clock, likewise with a Sienna marble plinth but showing a lunar dial, in the Mobilier National
Français, Paris.

The Princesse Elisa Bonaparte-Baciocchi clock.
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THE CARRARA WORKSHOPS, CONTINUED
Bartolini’s main responsibility was to produce and direct the production of large quantities of Bonaparte
family portraits which were then housed in various institutions, courts and palaces throughout Napoleon’s
growing domain as well as being offered for sale, especially on the Paris market. Due to the assistance of
the Banca Elisiana (amounting to about 300,000 francs), there was sufficient funding to employ over four
hundred sculptors and artisans in the numerous sculpture workshops. Included were representatives of the
oldest and most prestigious families of local sculptors, a number of whom were trained at the academy.
Many of the sculptors employed at Carrara were of the highest calibre and included such talents as Bartolomeo Franzoni, Giovanni Andrea Pelliccia, Paolo Triscornia and Pietro Marchetti. As already noted, the
majority of these Napoleonic portrait busts were faithful copies or slight variations of original models by
such celebrated sculptors as Canova, Chaudet and Bosio. The undertaking of copying portrait casts, sometimes by using a pointing machine, by the workshop sculptors was under Bartolini’s direction. As such
some were inscribed Bartolini dir. However, many of the sculpted Napoleonic portraits produced at Carrara and elsewhere at this period were never signed, despite being of the highest quality. This would explain
why more recent scholars have encountered such difficulties when trying to attribute works produced at
the workshops and also those created independently outside Carrara by sculptors such as Angelo Pizzi and
other contemporary Europeans. Despite the prolific number of Napoleonic marble portraits, many were
destroyed when Bonaparte’s Empire fell, which by its very nature only adds to importance of those rare
surviving examples.

Carrara Workshops, 1984.
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The present busts.
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